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may presume that man, with his almost equally vivid life
and his strong intelligence, evolved primitive rituals of dancing
and singing at a very early stage. (Kohler's apes discovered
for themselves and were very much alive to the pleasure of
rhythmic dancing movements in company.1) Then a ritual,
originally performed merely because a whole group " felt
like that ", is remembered as being pleasurable and repeated
with the deliberate intention of recapturing the pleasure.2
Here enters man the hedonist, man the " artist in ritual "
in Whitehead's words. Ritual may be presumed to be far
older than mythology, since ritual is not peculiar to mankind.
Man takes a further step by inventing a mythology to account
for the ritual. Im Anfang war der That; or, in another phrase
of Whitehead's, it is a case of " the emergence of ideas from
activities ".3 But this way lies not only magic, but worship.
But the cases in which man's ritual behaviour is most
clearly foreshadowed by other beasts do belong to the cate-
gory of those magical or symbolic actions, in which man
relieves his feelings by going through the motions of the
action that he would take if circumstances were different.
The dog turning round to push the grass out of the way before
it lies down to sleep on the carpet is performing a typical
" symbolic " act; and so did the tame squirrel which, after a
moment's hesitation, went through the motions of burying
a nut on a bare deal table, and then went off with an air
of duty done. Just so a Greek, if the fortunes of war, or the
sea, did not permit him to give due burial to the body of a
friend, gave rest to his friend's soul, as he believed, and to
his own soul really, by constructing a cenotaph and holding
a memorial service. This time, the symbolism is conscious.
Kohler's chimpanzees repeatedly did what is characteristic
of all magic : under the influence of emotion—baffled rage,
or longing (for food) they would do something like what they
wanted to do, or orientated in space in the direction of their
objective.
1	Mentality of Apes, pp. 314-16.
2	Whitehead, Religion in the Making, pp. 10 ff.
3	Adventures of Ideas, p. 127.

